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when srikanta dasa was only a child, the teacher scolded him for playing with a jnana
(education) book and asked him to play outside. he was taught sanskrit by his father and
became a sanskrit scholar by the age of 14. he was also influenced by sri sri’s works, like
mahaprasthanam nirdhayam (మహప్రష్టం నిర్దయము), that left an indelible impression on

him. he says that he learnt so much about literature from reading the sri sri
mahaprasthanam. a few of the most famous film industry entrepreneurs have been noted
in the history of telugu cinema. the most influential of them was the early producer g. v.
iyer, who made money by distributing cheap tinsel town films. he is also credited with
launching the career of kannada actors such as rama rao, akkineni nageswara rao and

rajkumar. the next wave of film entrepreneurs came in the 1930s under the banner of ap
pictures, formed by ramoji rao, the first producer of telugu cinema. ap pictures has

produced some of the most significant and cult classic films, including badi panthulu,
jeevana tarangalu, devudu chesina pelli and avunu aattuvaina patala. music music has

also been a powerful influence on telugu cinema. the songs of the film ghattalu are a case
in point. later in the 1990s, the film industry saw an upsurge with the popularity of the
songs of the actor murali, which became part of people’s everyday lives. the songs of

murali were soon imitated by other song composers, and the telugu film industry was set
for a fresh wave of music. popular composers such as p. b. sreenivas, j. v. raghavulu, m.
m. keeravani, achyuth worked in the 1990s and continue to dominate the field today. in

more recent times, the videos of the singer s. p. balasubramanyam has been very
popular.
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mainstream telugu
cinema has been shaped

by its founders and
composers. while n. t.

rama rao and s. v. ranga
rao produced over 2000
films under their banner,

t. r. kanna rao,
charanamurthy, p.c.

sreeram, ramana reddy
and k. viswanath were

considered superior
composers. while the
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above mentioned
composers can be

credited for the stardom
of ntr in the 1950s and

1970s, he is more
responsible for the

declining standards of
telugu cinema since

then. the music director
ramana reddy in

particular and others
tried to make the films
more accessible to the
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non-telugu speaking
audience and even

created for themselves
the role of reformers in
the telugu film industry.
nevertheless, ntrs antics

alienated the masses
and destroyed the hope
that the masses had in
him. he decided to start

a political party and
stuck to his political and

religious whims and
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fancies despite the
opposition of the

masses. and then he was
joined by his sons. in

turn the sons of the ntrs
are all morons in the

entertainment industry.
that telugu is slowly
dying because of this

attitude and the
pressure of regional

languages or languages
identified with them
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(hindi or tamil nadu
languages) is the

common refrain. it is
necessary to explain

with the colourful
illustrations from the
past of tamil literary

traditions and societies.
these are used to

highlight the rarity and
newness of telugu in the

context of indian
literature. telugu
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literature is beginning to
reflect the complicated

nature of society and the
need to reform the

systematic exclusion of
certain voices at the
expense of others to
arrive at a synthesis.
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